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A wide area network by a ISDN was established for 
collaboration experiments which used charge-exchange 
spectroscopy (CXR) with Japan Atomic Energy research 
Institute(JAERI-JFT-2M) and Heliotron. The ISDN is 
useful to connect only a machine time of experiments. 1be 
ISDN is a digital telephone line which has two circuit of 
64KBPS. It has enough speed to participate collaboration 
experiments. 
Hardware configuration of the wide area network is 
shown in Fig. I. A interface of the ISDN and each Etheme, 
are .composed of a terminal adapter(DISTA) and a 
WANrouter. The DISTA has some function which connect 
to digital telephone line, and also can be controlled by a 
management port. The WANrouter has a function which 
route between each Ethernet by DECnet and TCP/IP. 
However, this network by the ISDN used only DECnet, 
because this network is a exclusive network for the plasma 
experiment. 
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A DISTA manager software was developed by NIPS. 
This software managed the D ISTA by a management port. 
This manager software has several functions of the 
following. All VAX user can dial to JAERI(JFT-2M) ani 
HELIOTRON. A dial request is inserted to dial queue, if 
the DISTA has connected already other dial number. The 
DISTA manager software execute automatically a new dial 
number from dial queue, when the DIASA disconnected to 
other dial number. The DISTA manager software has some 
allowed dial number, so the manager software can eliminate 
illegal access from digital telephone line. The manager 
software has time-out procedure to execute disconnection. 
This procedure took advantage of network link information 
acquired from a network control program(NCP). The 
manager software execute time-out procedure, when network 
link information is nothing from other site and to other 
site. 
A throughput of this network was 6.4 kbytes/sec. 
Experimental data can not short transfer by this network in 
the midst of plasma experiments, .because 1 Mbytes of data 
spend about 160 sec. However, there are possible from 
other site, monitor experimental data by a terminal, set up a 
gain of a optical intensifier, and set up a wave length of a 
spectroscopy. 
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Fig. I Hardware configuration of the wide area network by a ISDN. 
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